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K Y B E R N E T I K A - V O L U M E 18 (1982), N U M B E R 2 
RANDOM SET FUNCTIONS 
JIŘÍ MICHÁLEK 
The main goal of the paper is an attempt to use one of the Kolmogorov's approaches to in­
tegrals for integration of random set functions. The notion of differential equivalence is introduced 
and conditions under which an integrable random set function is differentially equivalent to its 
indefinite integral are investigated. 
1. KOLMOGOROV'S INTEGRAL 
Kolmogorov considers in [1] a general approach to the integration of set functions. 
A given set function is defined on a set system, say c€, which is closed with respect 
to finite or countable intersections of its elements, i.e. if {A,};eiv <=•
 (€, N is a subset 
of natural numbers, then [) At e $ also. Every subsystem 9 c
 (4 where 9 = 
ieN 
= {Di}ieN, D; n Dj = 0, i # j and f]Dt = E will be called a ^-division of the set E. 
ieN 
Let 9JJ£ be the system of all "^-divisions of E e
 (6; as E e c€, the system 9J.£ is non-
empty. If two ^-divisions 9U 92e 9Jt£ are given, we shall say that 9^ is finer than 
92(91 >- 92) if every element of 9t is a subset of an element of 92. For the defini-
tions of the product and of the sum of two ^-divisions and for further details see [ l ] . 
Now, let £ e "̂  be fixed and a real or a complex function q>(9) be defined for every 
9 > 90, 90 e 9JJ£, 9 e 9Jl£. 
Definition 1. We shall say that the function q> defined on 9J?£ has a limit J (with 
respect to the system 9JJ£) if, 
Vs > 0 39e e 9JJ£ V9 >9r, 9e 9JJ£ 
the inequality 
\q>(9) - J\ < s 
holds. 
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Surely, if a limit J exists, then it is defined unambiguously. A special case of such 
a limit J is the integral J£ dtp of the set function cp defined on
 c0, i.e. for every A e <% 
a real or a complex number <p(A) is defined and the value for cp(3>) is given by the 
relation 
<p(0) = 2 > ( D . ) , ^ = {Z>.}>eJV. 
isiV 
Of course, it must be assumed the absolute convergence of series £ <p(i);) for every 
ieN 
& > 3>0, S>0 e 9Ji£, ^ £ 9Jl£. If such a limit 7 in the sense of Definition 1 exists, then 
it is called the integral of <p over E and J is denoted by 
Л J = d</>. 
The very important notion concerning the integration of set functions is that of 
the differential equivalence of set functions. 
Definition 2. Set functions (pi, <p2 defined on % are differentially equivalent over 
£ e # (with respect to WlB), if 
YE > 0 3®£ e 2RE Vi9 >- ^ £ , 9 e 9W£, J? -= {£>;}JeJV 
the inequality 
X |p.(D,) - <p2(I>i)| < e 
ieiV 
holds. 
In other words, Definition 2 can be expressed in the following form: <pu <p2 are 
differentially equivalent over E if and only if 
d|<Pj - <p2| = 0 . 
From the properties of integrals mentioned in [1] it follows that for every integrable 
set function cp over E e <€ there exists a set function tp(j) = jA dcp, A e B 6 SU£. 
This set function <p defined on 9JI£ is called the indefinite integral of cp over E. It is 
also proved in [1] that this indefinite integral <p is the only additive set function 
defined on 93J£ which is differentially equivalent to the original set function <p over E. 
Then, using the notion of differential equivalence between two set functions we can 
unambiguously determine the relation between integrable set function cp and its 
indefinite integral (p. 
2. INTEGRATION OF RANDOM SET FUNCTIONS 
Let a triple (Q, 6 , P) be a probability space, let <€ be a set system which is closed 
with respect to finite or countable intersections of its elements. By a random set 
function cp defined on <S we shall understand a function defined on <€ x Q which for 
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every co e Q is a set function on <$ and for every A e # is a random variable on 
(o, «,->). 
For further considerations it is useful to introduce the following notions. 
Let (M, Q) be one of the following metric spaces corresponding to the underlying 
probability space (Q, S, P): 
a) M = M0 . . . a.s. finite random variables on (Q, <Z, P) with the equivalence P-a.s. 
Q = Q0 . . . a metric corresponding to the convergence in probability P. 
b) M = JSf !(£2, ®, P) with the equivalence in J^-norm. 
Q — Qt ... a metric corresponding to if t-norm. 
c) M = £f2(Q, <S, P) with the equivalence in if2-norm. 
g = Q2 ... a metric corresponding to i?2-norm. 
In the rest of the paper we shall consider such random set functions only which 
satisfy the following condition: 
if cp :<?->• M then there exists a ^-division <?p e 9LR£ 
such that for every 9 > £?„, <? e 2J!£, ^ = {J;},.eJV 
S|fl»(Jl,a))|e(M,fl). 
leN 
Such a random set function will be called (M, g)-well defined on 9JJ£. We shall write 
for simplicity 
cp(9,co) = ltcp(Ai,co), 9 = {A,}ieN. 
KN 
Definition 3. A random set function co is integrable in (M, g)-sense over E if cp 
is (M, g)-well defined and if such a random variable <P e M exists such that 
Lim cp(9) = <P , i.e. 
3 
(Ve > 0 ]@ t >- <?„, ®E e 9Jl£ V ^ >• <?., 3 6 9JJ£) => e(<p(^), #) < e . 
If the metric Q corresponds to the convergence in probability then <J> is named the 
integral in probability and denoted by <P = P-\E dcp. If the metric Q corresponds 
to the convergence in if t-norm (resp. if2-norm), then <P is named the integral in 
i f !-sense (resp. if2-sense) and denoted by £CrjE dcp (resp. J?2-J£ dcp). Generally, we 
shall use the denotion 
<P ~ \ dcp 
if there will be no possibility to make any confusion. 
The following part of the paper contains mainly properties of integrable random 
set functions. As the most of lemmas and theorems describes properties which are 
similar to properties of nonrandom integrable set function the proofs are omitted. 
Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of J£ dcp in 
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(M, £>)-sense for (M, g)-well defined q> is that 
Lim Q((P(@), (p(@')) -• 0 . 
Lemma 2. If j £ dip exists, then it is defined unambiguously in (M, g). 
Theorem 1. Let (p be (M, g)-integrable over E. Let A be an element of an arbitrary 
<?-division <? >- 3>r Then j ^ d<p exists in (M, £>)-sense also. 
Theorem 2. If <p is (M, gj-integrable over £ e 1 then for every ^-division 3 e 9JJ£, 
3 > B9, 9 -> {^}feJV 
d«P = Z °>> 
J £ I'eJV J J j 
where 
II, dcpl e (M, g) . 
Definition 4. Let <p be (M, g>)-integrable over E. Then the random set function 
(p(A) = \A d(p (which exists) defined for every A e <? >- B9 will be called the indefinite 
integral in (M, g)-sense of <p over £. 
Definition 5. A random set function defined on <£ is additive on E e % if there 
exists a ^-division 3)a e 9JJ£ such that 
cp(3a, (o) = (p(3, co) 
for every S? >- <?„, 3 e 9Jt£. An additive and (M, g>)-well defined function will be called 
(M, <?)-additive. 
Lemma 3. If cp is (M, g)-additive over £ e (€, then <p is (M, g)-integrable over E and 
dco = (p(3)a). 
Remark 1, Let us suppose that tp is additive on E e <t? in the sense of Definition 5. 
This approach yields also the validity of the following relation 
<p(A0, « ) = X <P(
Dk> a) 
k 
for every AQ e & > 2)a and every 3sAo = {Dk}keN e $)lAo. If ip is additive then for every 
3J = {Ai}isN>3)a 
Y<p(Ai,m) = (p(3a,co) 
i 
Let A0 6 <?, A0 fixed, then also 
cp(A0, co) + £ <p(J,., co) = cp(3!a, co) 
i > 0 
Let -?^0 e 1SlAo be quite arbitrary, then the ^'-division {3>Ao, A1; A2,...} is finer than 
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9a and therefore 
£ (p(Dk, co) + I co(^j, to) = cp(.?fl, co) 
fc i>0 
if {Dk)k^N = 9At. But it means that 
(p(A0, co) = X cp(Dfc, co). 
it 
Lemma 4. Let cpx,cp2 be (M, g)-integrable over £ e
 (€, then 
1) if a, p are reals => acpi + /?cp2 is (M, g)-integrable over £ and 
d(a<Pi + pcp2) = a dcpt + /3 dcp2 
2) if there exists a ^-division @0 >- 9lfx n 3 ^ , such that for every 9 > 90, 
cpx(9) ^ <p2(9)', then 
d<px ^ dcp2 . 
Theorem 3. Let {cp,]T be a sequence of (M, o)-integrable random set functions over 
£ e <£ and let exist such a random set function co defined on <€ that 
lim sup g ( I |con(/d;, co) - <p(Jj, co)|, 0) = 0 
n-oo 9>-3>0 i 
then co is (M, g)-integrable also and 
lim o I dcp„, dcp ) = 0 . 
Theorem 4. Let co be P-integrable over £ and let exist such a random variable cj 2: 0 
that E{c;} < co and let for every ^-division 9 > 9ip, 9 e
 sJJt£ the inequality 
£|<p(zl,,co)| <.£;(«) hold, 9 = {At}ieN. 
ieJV 
Then cp is if rintegrable over £, the integral \E dE(cp) exists in the sense of Kolmo-
gorov and it holds 
E jSř rJ d ф | = ľ dE{ф}. 
Proof. As co is P-integrable over £, we can find a sequence {<p(9„)}f which con-
verges to JE dcp in probability, 9n > 9V, \q>\ (3„) g £ and hence E{|E dcp} must 
exist. As we assume that |cp| (9) <. £ for every 9 > 9V then 





Further, we prove that cp is even if rintegrable, because for every 9 > 99, 9 e WE 
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I \<p(Ai, co)\ e 2?i(Q, S , P) and hence cp is ifj-well defined; then Lebesgue's theorem 
ieN 
on the dominated convergence proves the i f j-integrability of cp. Now, it is also simple 
to prove that 
-~vf <*?>} = f dEfr}, 
because 
IEII* d J - f dE{9}| ^ klhcp} - E ( X ^ / ) } | + |
E{L>(A)} - f dE{<p} 
I t j £ ) JE | | ( J E J ieN | | ieiV J £ 
= E {f ̂  - I>(-*.)}| + I s E M^)} - f dE{w| = 
I U.5 ieJV J | jteAT JE | 
= E (| f d<? - I <p(A;) } + 11 HHAi)) ~ f dE{<p}| • 
(JjB ieJV ) \ieN JE | 
• 
Theorem 5. If <p is if rintegrable (resp. JSf2-integrable) over E then J£dE{<p} 
exists and 
\*À d<4 = f dE{<p} 
(resp. EJjgf2-f dJ== f dE{ç>}V 
Proof. Let us suppose that <p is i f rintegrable over E. It means that <p is i'j-welJ 
defined and hence 2)^ e SME must exist such that I |<J»(̂ «>
 w ) | e &i$P, S, P) for every 
<? >- <?„,, x̂  e 2»l£. It proves, further, that 
I i 
and hence 
E{£ ^ . , »)} = X E{p(.d,, »)} 
also. Then 
E | i f j - f dtp] - E {£ <p(A))\ = E | i f j - f dr?} - £ E { ^ ; ) } = 
because <p is ifj-integrable. It proves that the set function E{cp(A, co)} is integrable 
in the sense of Kolmogorov and 
{^r£d<Л=£dE{<p}. 
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If <p is if 2-integrable, then it is clear that it is also if ^integrable because 
E{|<p(-?x) - <P{®2)\) < ( E { ( ^ 0 - <p(®2))
2})i/2 
and hence the equality 
E J « 2 v [ £ d 4 = f dE{<p} 
must hold. • 
Theorem 6. Let cpu q>2 be two random set functions if2-integrable over E. Then 
^i-ldcp, <e2\ d«p2| =- JT ^dE{9í92] 
where the integral on the right side is understood in the sense of Kolmogorov over 
Cartesian product E x E with the system % x <g = {A1 x A2: Au A2e^} and 
E{<Pi<P2} (-•! x A2) = E{(p.(/I1). <p2{A2)}. 
Proof. The existence of E{if2-J£d(p1 . if2-j"£dQ32} follows from the Holder 
inequality, because 
- | ( - ? 2 - | dtp, J 1 < 00 1 = 1,2. 
As we consider only if 2-integrals, we shall write J£ dcp instead of -Sf2-J"£ dcp. Ac-
cording to Definition 3 we can find for every e > 0 such a "^-division 3>e that for 
every 9 > <?„, 9 e SDl£ 
E {(J Atp, - <p(9)Y\ < e ( = 1,2. 
Then, if 9 > £?,, £?* >- 9Z 
= E { | Í d ^ í d<P2- ZZ<Pi(Dj)<P2(D*) 
UJE JE J k 
i£ E {I [dep, [áq>2 - f dtp.. I <P2(Dfc*) 
+ E f I f dep, X <p2(D*) - £ l cp^Dj) <p2(D*) 
(JJE k JÍ 
й E dф2 " Z Ф2(ÐÎ) f 1Y'
2 
+ (- { ( I <P2(I)n)
2})1/2 ( E { ( { / « ? ! - I <Pi(I>;))2})1/2 < M£ 
where M is a suitable constant. 
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This fact immediately proves that also 
IE I f d<Pl [d<p2\ - X Z H<Pi(Dj) <P2(D*k)}\ < Me 
for every 3, 3* > 3Z. But, it means that the set function n(Ax x A2) = E{<p,(.di). 
• <P2(A2)} defined on 2R£ x 30J£ is integrable in Kolmogorov sense over E x E and 
E { L d ? > i \E
d(p2}=\LxE
dE{(pi(p2} • D 
Remark 2. If a random set function <p defined on c£ is orthogonal on 9)lE i.e. for 
every ^-division 3 > S,,, 3 e 93J£, S> = { ,̂}1!;;v 
1) £{?>(/.,)} = 0 
2)E{<p(Ai)<p(AJ)}=§lJ£{cp
2(Ai)} 
where <5;; is Kronecker symbol and if <p is JS?2-integrable over E then 
where 
M(A) = E{<^)} . 
3. DIFFERENTIAL EQUIVALENCE OF RANDOM SET FUNCTIONS 
In Definition 2 the notion of the differential equivalence of two set functions was 
introduced. This notion can be easily transformed for random set functions also. 
Definition 6. Let (M, g) be the same metric space as in Definition 3. Let <pu <p2 
be two random set function (M, g)-well defined over E. We shall say that <pu <p2 
are (M, ^-differentially equivalent over E if (3 = {J;};eJV) 
Lim g(0, £ ^ ( J , , <o) - <p2(Ah co)\) = 0 . 
In other words, <p1, <p2 are (M, g)-differentially equivalent if and only if 
(M,Q)-{ d\9l -<p2\ = 0 . 
If (M, e)- |£ dj<px - <p2\ = 0 then we shall write that <£>! x
Q <p2. It is clear, that 
(<Pl ~ 2 <f>2) =* (^l ~ ' P2) => (<Pl « ° < p 2 ) -
One of the main results in [l ] is the relation between an integrable set function 
and its indefinite integral. If <p is integrable over E in Kolmogorov sense, then its 
indefinite integral 0 is the only additive set function defined on 9JJ£ which is dif-
ferentially equivalent to <p. Unfortunately, the differential equivalence between 
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a random set function and its indefinite integral is not true in a general case as the 
following example shows. 
Remark 3. The following example will show that the concept of the differential 
equivalence between two random set functions presented in Definition 7 is too strong. 
Let <<? be the set of all intervals in the form <a, b) c <0, 1), let w(-, •) be the standard 
Wiener process defined on <0, l) and let us define for every <a, b) e c€ cp«a, b), co) = 
= (w(b, co) — w(a, co))2. As it is familiarly known that 
lim £(w(a, + 1, co) - w(a„ co))
2 = 1 
ll®IU0 i 
in the quadratic mean, then the limit Lim cp(S), co) in the quadratic mean exists also 
and it has the same value, s 
(<p(&, co) = I ( w ( a i + 1 , co) - w(ah co))
2 if <? = {<a„ a, + 1)}, 
is a ^-division of <0, i)*). It means that the random set function <p(zi, co) is integrable 
in the quadratic mean with respect to the system (€. Further, the indefinite integral tp 
of co exists for every <a, b) <= <0, l) and its value is 
dcp - b — a . 
We shall prove even that <p and cp are not differentially equivalent in probability. 
Let 3) be any ^-division of <0, l), Sn = {(ah a,+ 1)}. We must investigate the pro-
bability 
P{co :£ |A 2 w(a ; ) - (a , + 1 - fl|)| > t} 
because we want to prove that 
Lim P{co: £ JA2w(«/) - (aj + 1 - a,)| > t) > 0 , 
a i 
for a suitable t > 0. It follows from properties of the Wiener process that the random 
variable |A2w(a;) — (a i + 1 — a,)| has the following density function gt 
V(2n<a,+1 - a,)) ( 2(a i + 1 - a,) J 
for M ^ a i + 1 — a,. 
Using the density function gt we can express the following probability 
P { o J : | A
2 w ( a i ) - ( a i + 1 - a i ) | > ( a i + 1 - a i ) } = 
g{u)du = a > 0. 
It is important that this probability a does not depend on the division Q>. 
* The random set function <p is ^f2-well defined on 'S as follows from properties of the Wiener 
process increments. 
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It holds for every 3 e ME: 
(*) O ^ X | A 2 w ( « 0 - ( « i + i - ^ ) i = 
^ I A2w(a,) + I (ai+1 - a) = I A
2w(a;) + 1 , 
where 3 = {<a;, a i + 1 )} . It is known from properties of the Wiener process that 
(**) E A2w(a;) - 9 1 
in the quadratic mean. Let us suppose that 
Y j A 2 w ( a ; ) - ( a ; + 1 - a ; ) | - ^ 0 
in probability. Then the inequality (*) together with (**) imply immediately that 
X | A 2 w ( a ; ) - ( a 1 + 1 -at)\-+30 
i 
in the quadratic mean also. But 
E {£ |A2w(a;) - (ai + l - «.)|} = £ f" u g{u) d« >, 
i > Jo 
^ E M #<(") d " = E (a< +1 ~ fl0 9i(u) du = a > 0 , 
i Jfli + l - a i i J 0 , + l - a i 
which is impossible. This fact proves that <p and <p a r e not differentially equivalent 
in probability and therefore cannot be differentially equivalent in j§?,-sense not even 
in „§?2-sense. At the end of this example we can say that our definition of differential 
equivalence is not suitable for the characterization of the indefinite integral as the 
only additive random set function which is differentially equivalent to the underlying 
random set function. 
The following three lemmas hold for the all types of differential equivalences 
introduced in Definition 6. 
Lemma 5. The (M, ^-differential equivalence is an equivalence among random set 
functions. 
Proof. If q>1 x
e q>2, cp2 ~
e <P3 over Ee '$, which means that 
(M, Q)-\ \<pt - q>2\ = 0 , (M, Q)-\ \<p2 - q>3\ = 0 , 
then thanks to the inequality 
E \Vi(At) - <»3(.4,j| = 
^ E ki(-»,) - <Pi(At)\ + E ka(-ii) - <PM\ > 
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it must be (M, Q)-JE d\q>1 - <p3| = 0, i.e. <p, «
e (p3. At the first sight it is clear that 
[M, g)-\ d\cpl — cpA — 0 
J E 
and 
(M, Q)-\ d\cp1 - <p2\ » (M, e)- d|<p2 - <p,| = 0 , 
which implies that (M, ^-differential equivalence is a transitive, symmetric and 
reflexive relation among random set functions. • 
Lemma 6. If <px is (M, £>)-integrable over £ e <<? and <p, x" <p2 then <p2 is (M, g)-
integrable over E also and jEd(p1 — jEdq>2. 
Proof. The existence of (M, Q)-\E dcp2 follows immediately from the inequality 
X cp2{Ai) ~ \ dcpi S E \q>2(A,) - ?i(-1i)| + t fl)^,) - f d<J . D 
JE I i !i JE I 
This fact enables to introduce classes of equivalence among the all (M, g)-integrable 
random set functions over E e <€. Every class of equivalence is formed by the all 
(M, g)-integrable random set functions which are (M, g)-differentially equivalent 
each other. The following lemma describes an important property of such a class. 
Lemma 7. Let {cp} be a class of (M, g)-integrable and mutually (M, ^-differentially 
equivalent random set functions over E e <t?. If an additive random set function 
belongs to the class {<p} then it is the only (M, g)-additive random set function 
belonging to {<p}. 
Proof. Let i// be an additive random set function belonging to {<p}. The (M, Q)-
additivity of \jj follows from Lemma 6. If t is another additive set function belonging 
to {cp}, then i/< « e £,, i.e. f£d|t> - <̂ | = 0. It implies that for every A e 9 e 9Jc£, 
2 > 2>^ n <?., Jd dji/V — <j| = 0 and hence j ^ di/< = Ĵ  d£. The additivity then implies 
that 
HA) = $(A) 
for every A e 3) >- f̂ , n £?.. In this sense i/> is the unique additive random set 
function in {cp}. • 
For the characterization of such functions which are differentially equivalent to 
an additive random set function over E it is suitable to introduce the following 
property of random set functions. 
Definition 7. A random set function <p (M, f2)-well defined on 9ft£ is called asympto-
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ticaily additive in (M, £>)-sense over E e <€ if 
(Ve > 0 3®, e 9J{£ , <#, > ^ v VS2 > ^ > ^ , ) => 
-* 6(0,11^.4,)- £<p(A-)|)<e 
i jW(i) 
(where <#. = { d j ; and <?2 = {^y}y i e N, j e J(i) and for every i A, = U ^y)-
/eJ(0 
Theorem 7. If a random set function <p is (M, <?)-asymptotically additive over 
i? e # , then <p is (M, g)-integrable. If an (M, g)-integrable set function q> over E is 
(M, ^-differentially equivalent to an (M, e)-additive random set function, then q> 
is (M, <j)-asymptotically additive. 
Proof. We assume that a random set function <p defined on # is (M, ^-asympto-
tically additive over E. To prove its integrability it is sufficient to estimate 
e(o,£<KA;)-£<KD,)) 
< j 
for suitably fine "^-divisions of E 3>x = {A,}., 3>'2 = {•£>/}./• For every e > 0 there 
exists a ^-division 5?£ e 9JJE such that for <2t > 9B, 92 > bt 
e(o, p(0.) - <P(^2)) =; 
=g e(o, v (^ , ) - «?(•*,)) + e(o, cp(®2) - cp(ge)) < 
< e(0, £ |<p(4) - £ cp(Al)\) + e(0, £ \cp(A°k) - £ <p(D,)) ̂  2e 
* ieJ(k) k jeJ(k) 
where 
Ask = \j At = [j Dj because <?, >2>t, i = 1,2. 
teJ(fc) JeJ(k) 
We proved the Cauchy criterion of (M, <j)-integrability over E of <p-
Now, let us assume that <p is (M, ̂ -differentially equivalent to an (M, g)-additive 
set function <p0 over £. The function q>0 being (M, e)-additive is (M, g)-integrable 
over E and j ^ d<p0 = <p0(A) for every / l e ^ e 9M£. Because cp x," (p0, it means 
Vs > 0 3@e e 9J1£ V£2 > £>£, 0 e 9R£ , 9 = {A,}t6N => 
=> e(0, £ \<p(At) - <p0(A,)\) < B . 
Thanks to this fact, if we have 3)t = {A'k}keN it is possible to write for every 3> = 
= {^Jte/v >- 9e that A\= U ^ ; for every fc and hence for every 9t > @,&1e H»J£, 
ieJ(fc) 
^ . - { D y j y , d . - U D y 
e(0, £ | ^ , . ) - £ <p(Dt})\) < e(o, £ | ^ , ) - £ KI>a>l) + 
+ e(0, £ \<p0(Av - <p(Av\) < Q(0, £ |£ 9o(Dy) - £ «p(Dy)|) + e < 
i i J J 
== Q(0, £ £ |p0(->y) ~ cp(Dij)\) + s<2e 
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because ]T (p0(Du, to) = cp^A^co) thanks to the (M, g)-additivity of cp0 over E. 
j 
This proves the property of the (M, g)-asymptotical additivity of <p over E. • 
Theorem 7 and results in [ l ] imply immediately that every nonrandom set function 
integrable in the sense of Kolmogorov is always asymptotically additive. 
Theorem 8. If q> is an (M, g)-asymptotically additive random set function over 
l i e l then its indefinite integral 0 over E is the unique (M, g)-additive set function 
which is (M, ^-differentially equivalent to <p over E. 
Proof. As follows from Theorem 7, the random set function <p is (M, g)-integrable 
over E and hence its indefinite integral 0 exists for every A e 3) > Qi9 in the (M, cp)-
sense. We wish to prove that q> x° 0 over E. For this purpose let us consider 
e(o,IK4)-0(4)|) 
for a suitably fine ^-division S) = (zj,}; e 93J£, 3> > 3)9. Because q> is (M, g)-asympto-
tically additive over E, then 
e (o ,X |<^ , ) - I (P(DJ)\)<B 
i JsJ(i) 
for every 
®2 = {£>,•}, >-®i = { J , } ( > - ^ . . 
Now, we can write 
e(o, X |<P(A) - 0(A,)\) = e (o, Z 1 (4) - f d<p j < 
^ e (0 ,1 \cp(A) - X cp(Du)\) + Q (o, 11 f d<p - £ ?(/>«)[) < 
< £ + I g f 0, f d<p - X <p(A;)) < 2£ 
where A( — {JDU for every i and a ^-division {DiJ}J of zl; is chosen in such a way 
that J 
e ( o , ^ d ф - Е Ф ( ^ ) ) < ӯ . 
This proves that <p xs 0. 
The additivity of <p follows from Theorem 2. As we proved that cp K" 0 then the 
uniqueness of 0 follows immediately from Lemma 7. • 
As an example of an integrable random set function we can present the stochastic 
integral in the quadratic mean. Let the underlying system V0 be the system of all 
semiclosed intervals <a, b) c: <0, 1). This system # 0 is closed with respect to finite 
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intersections. Let E = <0, 1) and let 
9J(° = {3:3 = {<«,-, fcOK-i- U <ah &,-) = £ , 
i 
<flj; bt) n <«_,-, !>j) = 0 for every / 4= j} • 
Let ^(.d, co) be a random set function defined on ^ 0 which is additive, (i.e. if Ax, A2 e 
e <g0 and Ax n A2 = 0, .dx u zl2 e ^ 0 then /i(zf1; co) + n(A2, co) = H(AX\J A2, co)) 
and orthogonal (i.e. 
E{fi2(Au co)} + £{n
2(A2, co)} = E{(lit(Au co) + LI2(A2, co))
2} 
for every pair Ax, A2 e %', Axc\ A2~ 0) and let the set function m(A) = E{LI
2(A)} 
have finite variation over <0, l). Further, l e t / b e a continuous function on <0, 1>. 
Then the random set function cp(<[a, b), co) = f(a) n({a, b), co) is integrable in the 
quadratic mean over <0,1) with respect to the system SJî . Our assumptions ensure 
the existence of the integral \0fc\m in the Riemann-Stieltjes sense. It means that for 
every e > 0 there exists a ^-division 3C e S0?E such that 
Z «{ / , <«„ h)} m(<[ah b,)) < e 
for every 3 = {<[ah t>j)}; >- 3Z. Let consider cp(3) for any 3 >- 3,. i.e. 





= Z Z Cn>.) - j(«,2))2 -M-iř) rt-M) = 
= ZZ(/(«D-/(«2))2™(4^2)< 
= Z H f 4 1}) 2 "»(-tf) = Z K f 4 } ) 2 ™(4) < 2M8 
co{/, Zl} = sup {/(*)} - inf {/(x)} <. 2M 
xєЛ xєЛ 
if |/(x) | < M on <0, 1>. 
This fact proves that the net {cp(3)} of random variables is fundamental in the 
quadratic mean. It means that a random variable Lim cp(3) must exist which is 
3 
called the stochastic integral of/ with respect to JJ. and denoted by J £ / d ^ . 
The very important case of the stochastic integral in the quadratic mean is the 
integral with respect to the Wiener process. Let w(-, •) be the standard Wiener 
proces on <0, 1> and let us put [i((a, b), co) = w(b, co) — w(a, co) = Aw(a, co) 
where (a, b) e <#0. Let / be a continuous function defined on <0,1>, then the random 
set function cp(<[a, b), co) = f(a) Aw(a) is integrable in the quadratic mean with respect 
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to the system <<?0 and the existing limit random variable is denoted by 
lf(t)dw(t). 
The properties of the stochastic integral understood in the quadratic mean are 
familarly known. Our question is the following: for which continuous functions / 
on <0, 1> the corresponding random set function (p((a, b), co) = f(a) Aw(a, co) 
(a, b) <= <0, 1) defined on <<?„ is asymptotically additive in the quadratic mean with 
respect to the system *$&%. The following theorem gives a partial answer. 
Theorem 9. Let a function / have its derivative function / ' on (0, 1) bounded, 
i.e. | / ' (A' ) | ^ M for every x e (0, l). Then the random set function cp((a, b)) = 
= f(a) Aw(a) defined on ^ 0 is asymptotically additive in the quadratic mean with 
respect to W°E. 
Proof. Let <3)u S>2 be any ^-divisions of <0, l) such that S>, «< Si2. Then it is 
possible to write, if 3>i = {<«,, a,-+1)}j=i, that 
£?2 = { < a y , a y + 1 ) } y 
where 
(ahai+i) = U (aip aiJ+l). 
j 
For proving the asymptotical additivity in the quadratic mean it is necessary to esti-
mate the value 
S(0U 22) = E{(V \f(a) Aw(a) - £ / ( « „ ) Aw(ay)|)
2} . 
i J 
Using simple properties of increments of the Wiener process we obtain that 
S(Slt 92) - (l - -) £ I (f(au) - f(at)f ( a y + 1 - atJ) + 
+-CZ(E ( / (««) -M)) 2 («U + 1 - ^ ) )
1 / 2 ) 2 • 
K i j 
Because we assume the existence of the derivative/' on (0, l), it is possible to express 
( + ) f(atj)-f(at)=f'(ttj)(a,j~a,) where {y e(a, , «.,) . 
Using ( + ), we obtain 
S(9U ®2) = (l - % I (f%j))
2 (au - a,)
2 K + 1 - ay) + 
+ - ( I ( I (f%j)Y (fly - «.)2 (*«+. - «y))
1 /2)2 g 
71 i j 
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= ( l - ; ) l l M 2 ( a i + I - a , . )
2 ( a , , + 1 - a , . ) + 
9 
+ - (Z(ZM2( f l i + 1 - atf(aiJ+1 - a,,.))'/
2)2 < 
n i j 
% M2 (l - -] £ (ai+l - a,-)
3 + — ( I (« i+1 - «.)
, /2)2 • 
Now, let £ be any positive number; then there exists a ^-division 3>z of <0, 1) such 
that 
\9\ = max{f t+1 - tk} <_e 
k 
if 
^ £ = {<•*.•*+.)}*• 
If we choose 3)1, 2>2 mentioned above such that 2>2 > 9t >- 2/>e then 
S(9U 92) g M
2 (1 - - ] E2 + — £ 
and this fact proves that the random set function q> is asymptotically additive in the 
quadratic mean with respect to 9J.£. • 
As the notion of the differential equivalence is too strong for the characterization 
of the indefinite integral we shall try to determine a weaker form of such an equivalence 
describing the indefinite integral as the unique additive random set function equivalent 
to the original random set function. For further considerations it is important to 
determine the class of mutually orthogonal random set functions. 
Definition 8. Let E e <£ be fixed, let 0E be a set of random set functions defined 
on the set system c6 which satisfy the following conditions: 
1) for every A e 2 e 9Jl£ and every cp e 0E: E{(p
2(A)} < co; 
2) for every A e Q> e WE and every cp e 0E : E{q>(A)} — 0; 
3) for every A e S;j e 9JJ£, <5 e 3>2 e 9JJ£, A n 8 = 0 and every pair <pt, <p2 e 0E : 
E{cPl(A) cp2(8)} ~ 0. 
Then the set 0E will be called the set of mutually orthogonal random set functions 
on WE. 
Further, let us suppose that all random set functions belonging to 0E are Jz?2-
integrable over E. It implies that the set function m(A) = E{<p2(A)} is integrable 
over E e <£ in the sense of Kolmogorov as it was proved in Theorem 5. Hence it is 
possible to write 
/.*""[. dEM=E{(M 
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We shall denote 
Ik II = 
Theorem 10. Let 0E be a set of mutually orthogonal if 2-integrable over E random 
set functions, £ e ^ . Let L(0E) be the linear hull over 0E. Then L(0E) is a set of mu-
tually orthogonal random set functions also and j| - jj is a seminorm on L(0E). 
Proof. If A is any real number, then it is clear that for every cpe 0E (Xcp) (A,co) = 
= X <p(A, co) is J5f2-integrable and orthogonal random set function also. If cpu <p2 
are any elements of 0E then (cp1 + cp2) (A, co) = tp^A,®)) + cp2(A, co) is JSf2-in-
tegrable also (see Lemma 5); further, let A e 9lt 8 e 92 be disjoint, 9u92e 9J?£, 
then 
E{cp(A,w)\l/(5, co)} = 0 
for every pair cp, \p of L(0E) because cp and </< are linear combinations of mutually 
orthogonal random set functions. It proves that L(0E) is a set of mutually orthogonal 
J^Vintegrable random set functions also. It implies the existence of ||<p|] = 
= (E{(j£d<p)
2})1/2 for every cp e L(0E). 
If X is any real number, at the first sight it is clear that 
iMI = H Ik II • 
If cp1,cp2eL(0E) then thanks to the Minkowski inequality it is clear that the 
inequality \\(pt + <p2\\ = ||<Pi|| + ||<p2|| holds on L(0E). The role of the null element 
plays the random set function 0(A) = 0 for every A e 9 e 9JJ£. • 
For i?2-integrable mutually orthogonal random set functions it is possible to 
characterize the relation between them and their indefinite integrals as follows. 
Before it we need to introduce the notion of the 9Jci;-equivalence between two random 
set functions. 
Definition 9. Let cpu cp2 be random set functions defined on <€; let Ee
(€. Then 
<Px, cp2 are gJig-equivalent if there exists a <<f-division 912 e 9JJ£ such that for every 
9 > 912 , 9emE, 9 = {A-} cp^A-, co) = cp2(Ai3 co) 
for every i. 
Theorem 11. Let cp be an orthogonal random set function J5f2-integrable over 
E e <€. Let cp be the indefinite integral of cp. Then 0 is the only if 2-additive random 
set function (up to the 9JJ,r-equivalence) defined on 9JI£ which forms together with 
the original set function <p the set {cp, cp} of mutually orthogonal random set functions 
such that || <p - £ | = o. 





for a suitable fine ^-division 2 e 9Jc£, 2 = {At}. As we know that 0 is an ^f2-additive 
random set function and hence 
£ # - . . ) - - cp(E)=[dcp 
E{(Z fl>(-j) - $(*m -= - j ( j *(/!.) - j ^ J J < e 
if 2 > 2C because cp is if2-integrable over E. It proves that \<p — <pjj = 0. Let 
2 = {/!;} be an arbitrary 'if-division of E. Then <p(/d,) (for every i) can be expressed 
as the limit 
cp(Ai) = Lim cp(Aj n ®) 
in the J?2-sense. This convergence and the orthogonality of cp prove that the set 
{cp, cp} forms a set of mutually orthogonal set functions. It implies further that cp 
is an orthogonal random set function also. Now, let \j/ be another i?2-additive and 
orthogonal on 9Jc£ random set function which forms together with cp the pair {cp, \j/} 
of mutually orthogonal random set functions satisfying \cp — \]/\\ = 0. This as-
sumption implies immediately that the pair {cp, \{/} is a set of mutually orthogonal 
functions because <p(A), A e 2 e fflE, is a limit in the quadratic mean of linear 
combinations derived from cp. Further, the inequality \\(p — i/r| <. ||<p — <p|| + 
+ \cp — \j/\\ gives |<p — i/r|| = 0. We assume that \\i is i?2-additive, i.e. there exists 
a ^-division 2a e ME such that for every 2 > 2a, 2 e WE 
\jj(2, co) = \j/(2a. co) . 
As cp, \\i are mutually orthogonal and i?2-additive then cp — ij/ is orthogonal and 
.SVadditive too (see Theorem 10) and hence the fact \cp - \j/\ = 0 implies that cp 
and \\i are dJlE-equi\alent. • 
The very important class of mutually orthogonal random set functions can be 
constructed from the Wiener process. Let {^,}/E<0,i> be a nondecreasing system of 
er-algebras and let w(t, co) be a Wiener process adapted with respect to {&t}. 
Further, let E — <0, 1> and let <<f?0 be the system of the all intervals in E (degenerated 
intervals are included too). Let 9JJ£ be the system of the all finite ^-divisions of E. 
If f(t, co) is any stochastic process on <0, 1> adapted also with respect to {£#t} such 
that E{f2(t, co)} < oo for every t e E then the random set function cpf 
cpf((a, b), co) — f(a, co) [w(b, co) - w(a, co)] 
defined on V0 is an orthogonal random set function. If g(t, co) is another process 
on <0, 1> adapted also with respect to {^?(} with E{g
2(t, co)} < oo for every t e E 
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